
rear-view mirror1. 2. attaches 3. splashing

4. interesting 5. horn 6. ride

7. important 8. siblings 9. decorate
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Click HERE to watch the story on our YouTube Channel and complete the activities:
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Which word is spelt incorrectly in the title of the story? 

Why do you think the author spelt it like that?

Do you think this is a happy story or a sad story? 

What do you think the story is about? How do you know? 

Think to Learn: 

Durva and Dhrubo make an interesting pair. 

They love spending time with each other like any other _______. 

Dhrubo loves to _______ his wheelchair. 

The wheelchair has a _______ and _______ just like a car. 

Dhrubo and Durva love playing in the stream and _______ water on each other.

When their parents take them to the hills , Dhrubo _____ special wheels to his

wheelchair that help to climb the hill. 

Durva and Dhrubo's friends love to take turns to _____ the wheelchair. 

Dhrubo's friends know why a ramp is so _______. 
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Look at the example and complete the sentences by filling in the missing words: 
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https://youtu.be/x0l0DpD89wE


 hike   - B1. A. not deep, having only a short distance from the top to the
bottom

2. puddle B. a long walk 

3. rear-view mirror C. a bicycle with thick tires that is made for riding on hills
and rough ground

4. shallow D. a small pool of liquid on the ground, especially from rain

5. mountain bike E. an artificial slope

6. ramp F. a mirror that allows a driver to see what is happening
behind their car
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Match the words in Column A to their correct meanings in Column B: 

Do you know any friend/family member who uses a wheelchair? How are they

similar to or different from you? 

If you wish to invite them to a social event, what changes would you like to

make to the place where the event will be held?

What else could you do to welcome and include them? 

Has this story changed your idea of a person who uses a wheelchair? Why/why

not? 
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Pause to Ponder: 

IndividualIndividual
LearningLearning
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Draw your own special wheelchair.

Think of one feature you would add to make it fun and user-friendly.  
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https://dictionary.cambridge.org/dictionary/english/long
https://dictionary.cambridge.org/dictionary/english/walk

